Bonus funds
1. Generalities
Bonus is monetary resource in USD, given by IndigoDMA in accordance with loyalty program.
Bonus is available for verified clients only1. $50 welcome bonus is added automatically.
Bonus account is no longer divided into no deposit accounts and can be invested in public trading
accounts in any volume starting with $10. The balance available for investment is displayed at
the upper part of your personal page opposite your personal account balance. Detailed
information (transactions history, commission, period of validity, ect.) can be found on your
personal page in bonus account dropdown menu.
Bonus funds are not a subject for insurance.
2. How to get bonus funds
Bonus funds are given after making a deposit or using a promo code.
2.1 Welcome bonus $50 will be automatically added to your account after
verification;
2.2 When making a deposit, bonus funds are added automatically (note that “Participate in bonus
program” field should be marked). Amount of the bonus depends on your account’s status:
● «Standard» gives 25% from the depositing sum;
● «Gold» gives 50% from the depositing sum;
● «Platinum» gives 100% from the depositing sum2 .
2.3 When using a no deposit promo code (without making a deposit) the fixed amount of bonus
funds, mentioned in the promo code, will be added to your bonus account only once3. Every
promo code can be activated only once. A client can use unlimited number of unique promo
codes.
3. Terms and conditions
Bonus account has its period of validity and amount of commission that needs to be achieved.
These funds are available for investment within three months. In case of depositing to the bonus
account period of validity will be prolonged for another three months.
After the investment you will get commission from every copied position of your trader by 100%
(according to investor and trader deposit ratio). Standart commission on the most of instruments
is $15. Thus, if trader and investor deposits are equal, for each traded lot investor will get $15
commission to his bonus account. Commission needed to profit withdrawn equals to deposited
bonus volume multiplied by 12. For example, if bonus account is deposited by $100, the
commission requirements are $1200. Daily commission execution can be tracked on the chart in
bonus section. When the commission requirements are satisfied, or exceeded, profit from bonus
account can be transferred to your personal account for further actions (investment, trading,
withdrawal).

1 In case a client creates more than one account, the company is having a right to annul all the bonus funds on all the
client’s accounts and block these accounts as well.
2 In case the sum you are going to deposit is enough to promote your account’s status (for instance,
depositing from $0 to $5,000 or from $5,000 to $25,000), your account will automatically become “Gold” or
“Platinum” and the bonus will be added in accordance with your new status.
3 In case a promo code bonus is no bigger than depositing bonus, then the bonus funds will be added in accordance
with the highest rate. Thus, if you have “Gold” status and 40% promo code, then the bonus will be 50% because
“Gold” status rate is higher.

